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Hardin County Report 
from Mark A. Badertscher, Agriculture and Natural Resources Educator, OSU 
Extension Hardin County 

Farmers were making progress with planting since 
Memorial Day weekend until the May 28 
rainstorm.  Ada received 3.10 inches as evident from 
this photo. Around Hardin County, other rainfall 
reporters recorded between 0.25-2.61 inches with this 
most recent storm.  Cairo, in  northern Allen County, 
received over 6 inches.   
The county Farm Bureau made tickets available to 
view the Findlay premier of the movie "Farmland." 
One of the six featured farmers is an organic 
vegetable farmer, while another operates a CSA.  It is 
a “feel good” movie about starting out with a career in 
production agriculture. 

Standing water in the fields of Hardin County 
Photo by  Mark Badertscher 

http://vegnet.osu.edu/
http://vegnet.osu.edu/
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 July 8- Cover Crop Cocktail & Soil Health Field Night at OSU South 

Centers.  For details contact Charissa McGlothin at 740.289.2071 

ext. 132 or mcglothin.4@osu.edu  

 July 15- Bramble, Blueberry and Wine Grape Field Night, South 

Centers at OSU South Centers.  For details contact Charissa 

McGlothin at 740.289.2071 ext. 132 or mcglothin.4@osu.edu 

 July 15- Hops Workshop in Youngstown.  Contact Charissa 

McGlothin at 740.289.2071 ext. 132 or mcglothin.4@osu.edu 

 July 16- Hops Workshop in Canfield.  Contact Charissa McGlothin at 

740.289.2071 ext. 132 or mcglothin.4@osu.edu 

 July 17– Hops Field Night in Wooster, Ohio.  Contact Charissa 

McGlothin at 740.289.2071 ext. 132 or mcglothin.4@osu.edu 

To list your upcoming events in future additions of the VegNet  newsletter, 
please send details to bergefurd.1@osu.edu 

Tomato Planting 
from David Francis, Professor, Horticulture and Crop Science 
 

Processing tomato planting is on schedule with 60-70% planted to date.  Growers and 
processors are within 10% of schedule.  Cool weather inhibited growth of early transplants, but 
the crop is catching up well with the higher heat this week.  Some areas could use a little rain 
to help establish transplants. 

With the current weather conditions, rainfall events and hail storms that many growers have 
been experiencing  there are some reports in this week’s edition of Facts for Fancy Fruit 
There is a note on eastern flower thrips in the facts of the newsletter.  Flower thrips can be a 

terrible problem on strawberry.   Listed is the link for the current issue of Facts for Fancy Fruit 

Fruit Disease Update 
from Mike Ellis, Professor, Department of Plant Pathology, The Ohio State 
University 

mailto:bergefurd.1@osu.edu
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Springtime Rainfall – too little may be ok but 

too much usually is not. What to watch for in a 

wet spring 
 

from Matt Kleinhenz, Professor, College of Food, Agricultural, and Environmental Sciences, 
Horticulture & Crop Science 
 

North Central Research Station and 
Northwest Ohio Update 
from Allen Gahler, Extension Educator, Agriculture and Natural Resources, 
Sandusky County 

Report for the week of May 21-27  

Vegetables: 

 Cucumber beetle population has exploded and noted on scouting reports after the warm 
Memorial day weekend.  Scouts are noting an average of 2-3 beetles/plant on Zucchini, 
yellow squash and cucumbers.  In some cases, it is probably the Admire seed treatment 
losing effectiveness. 

 Flea beetles are being noted at levels approaching economic treatment threshold in cole 
crops/brassicas.   

 Bean leaf beetle damage is appearing in green snap beans.   

 Scouts are noting light slug and cutworm damage in sweet corn. 

 Scouts are noting stink bug stings on some hoop house tomatoes. 

Fruit: 

Strawberries are ripening and by next week will be sold at produce auction. 

Spotted Wing Drosophila (SWD) traps were set in some early ripening strawberries and in 
some early blueberry varities.  (Grape berry moths were found in traps. 

 

Wayne County IPM Scouting Program Update 

from Rory Lewandowski, Extension Educator, Agriculture and Natural 
Resources 

Bean leaf beetle feeding damages. 
Photo by Christine Smedley 

Flea beetles on brassicas. 
Photo by Christine Smedley 
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Muck Crop Update 
from Robert Holthouse of D.R. Walcher Farms and Holthouse Farms 

Weather has been cooperative on and off but 
generally we are getting things done.  Pepper 
planting is progressing on schedule and other 
crops like summer squash and cucumbers are 
getting planted as well.  Our packing shed 
modifications are almost finished and will be 
ready when the harvest begins.  It's amazing 
how quickly things can go from too wet to too 
dry, and then get wet again.  Welcome to 
spring in Ohio! 

In the picture we are setting up a drip irrigation 

system for our pepper field and in the 

background we are planting cucumbers on 

2nd year plastic.   
Drip Irrigation system for the pepper field. 
Photo by Robert Holthouse 

OSU South Centers Update at Piketon 
from Thom Harker, Research Assistant OSU South Centers 

Strawberry harvest continues at the OSU South 
Centers. We are in our third week of harvest.  We are 
at peak in the variety study with all varieties still 
producing fruit.  Some of the newer varieties are 
showing promise even under less than perfect 
growing conditions this past winter.  We are seeing 
no disease pressure with sap beetles moving in over 
the holiday weekend.  Most of the hops yard has 
been trained to the twine with three bines per 
twine.  We have gone across the whole hops yard 
and pruned all extra bines off at ground level for the 
first time.  Chicken manure has been spread for 
organic corn and bean research as well this week. 

Manure being spread on organic research plots. 
Photo by Thom Harker 

Strawberry harvest continues. 
Photo by Thom Harker 

Hops growth at Piketon. 
Photo by Thom Harker 
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Southern Ohio Vegetable and Fruit Update 
from Brad Bergefurd, Ohio State University Extension Educator, Ohio State 
University Extension Scioto County and OSU South Centers 

 

Field work in some areas came to yet another 

stand still this past week with spotty heavy rains, 

hail and storms  5/26 through 5/29. Those farms 

fortunate enough to have dodged the spotty 

storms have continued with field work, harvest 

and planting operations. Some areas have 

received up to 4 inch downpours, pea to golf ball 

sized hail and strong winds in the spotty storms. 

After three weeks of harvest, field plasticulture 

strawberry harvest has peaked in southern Ohio 

and harvest will be complete for many next 

week. Yields in southern Ohio have been 

dramatically reduced compared to the 2013 

record with the Polar Vortex events and -20 to -

25 degree Fahrenheit temperatures causing 

severe injury to fruit bud and plant vascular 

systems. Matted-row strawberry harvest has 

begun in southern Ohio the past week with 

excellent early yields and fruit size being 

reported.  

Demand for you-pick and pre-picked 

strawberries has been outstanding; however, 

consumers are not aware how the cold winter 

and cool spring has damaged and delayed this 

season’s strawberry harvest.  Fertigation of 

nitrogen continues on plasticulture and matted-

row strawberry, vegetable plantings and hops.  

Harvest of high tunnel tomato, lettuce and 

cucumbers continues. Timber rot continues to 

show up in high tunnel tomato where tomato 

have been cropped in the same tunnel for more 

than 2 seasons.  http://extension.psu.edu/plants/

vegetable-fruit/news/2011/timber-rot-on-tomato.  

Some have applied shade cloth to high tunnels 

but temperatures have remained fairly cool and 

no heat or sun damage to tomato fruit is being 

reported. Cultivation and side dress nitrogen 

applications continue to be made to sweet corn 

fields, because with the recent heavy rainfall, 

nitrogen has leached, requiring additional side-

dress applications. Cultivation of all crops 

continues. Seeding of all vegetable and melon 

crops continues in the greenhouse. Harvest of 

asparagus  increased over the Memorial day 

weekend with high demand and high quality 

being reported. Transplanting of field tomatoes, 

Pick your own harvest has begun. 

Photos by Brad Bergefurd and Whitten Farms 

Matted row strawberry harvest has begun 

and plasticulture strawberry harvest is 

winding down. 

Photo by Brad Bergefurd 

http://extension.psu.edu/plants/vegetable-fruit/news/2011/timber-rot-on-tomato
http://extension.psu.edu/plants/vegetable-fruit/news/2011/timber-rot-on-tomato
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peppers, cabbage, melons and watermelons 

continues between rain events. Spreading of 

lime, fertilizer, chisel plowing, moldboard 

plowing, working ground, anhydrous 

applications, forming beds and laying plastic 

mulch and drip irrigation continues.  Row covers 

remain on watermelon plantings with nighttime 

temperatures dipping into the mid to high 40’s 

5/23 through 5/26. Direct seeding of potatoes, 

sweet potatoes, beans, peas, sweet corn, 

popcorn, ornamental corn, cucumbers, pickles 

and summer squash continues. Pruning of 

winter damaged blackberry canes continues. 

This has resulted in a tremendous amount of 

additional labor costs and time being devoted to 

removing this damaged growth. Blackberry 

primocane development and growth looks 

outstanding and is starting to be trained to the 

trellis.  

Newly planted watermelon plants remain under 

row covers with nighttime temperatures in the 

40’s this week.  

Photo by Brad Bergefurd 

Seeding of beans, peas, sweet corn, 
summer squash and cucumber continues. 
Photo by Brad Bergefurd 

Pruning of winter-damaged blackberry 
canes continues. 
Photo by Brad Bergefurd 
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Here are a few things that have been reported to me over the last week or that I have seen 
locally.  I’ll be picking strawberries this week, though this may be the last harvest from the 
plasticulture trial.  Dr. Strang and I have identified some strawberry varieties that we like and 
some that we aren’t so fond off from the trial.  Friday I will be in Lexington recording a TV spot 
for Suzanne.  Feel free to contact me if things come up or if you are seeing anything 
unusual.  Weeds will really start growing with the rain and warm temperatures.   

 

Environmental 

Frost cracking on ornamental crabapple. –  Look for these on the south or southwest side of 
trees.  Some researchers believe it is caused by the bark warming during the winter and then 
freezing quickly when the temperature drops again in the evening.  Other researchers feel that 
there has to be damage to the cambium (the region of rapid growth in the bark) for this to 
occur first and then it will happen.  Either way, if the tree is healthy it should callus over given 
enough time.  If it is a ragged split, the edges of the split can be trimmed to allow more uniform 
callousing over.  Some people will paint the bark with whitewash or use paper wraps to help 
prevent this on young trees.  It is more a problem on young trees and thin-barked trees. 
 

Dead canes on black raspberry caused by wind whipping the new primocanes and causing 
them to separate from the crown.  They will quickly wilt and die off.  It is more common on the 
outer primocanes where they aren’t as likely to be supported by the floricanes. 
 

Potato flower – Nothing to be concerned about, but growers who aren’t paying attention will 
wonder why their potatoes have “tomatoes” on them in a few weeks.  Potatoes are flowering 
plants and the “tomatoes” are really just potato fruits/seed balls. 
 

Drought stressed tomatoes-Planted in the field but there was no irrigation applied and the 
plants are collapsing from drying out.  When I went to pull them up, the whole plug came out 
with little new root growth into the soil. 

Entomological 

Colorado Potato Beetle http://www2.ca.uky.edu/entomology/entfacts/ef312.asp Note the 
advisory about insecticide resistance developing so if the grower can manage this pest without 
insecticides it is advised to do so. 

Flea Beetles - http://www.garden.org/pestlibrary/bugs.php?q=show&id=1613 Damage is 
identified by the small holes in the leaves. 

Weeds of note -  

Galinsoga quadriradiata - Hairy Galinsoga. Shaggy Soldier, etc.  - http://flora.nhm-wien.ac.at/
Seiten-Arten/Galinsoga-ciliata.htm It can be a serious problem in vegetable gardens.  I have 
seen it be more of a problem in the Northeast but is in Kentucky as well.  Very prolific seed 
setter.  I have talked with foragers who compare the taste to Chenopodium album – lamb’s 
quarter but I wouldn’t advise eating it unless you follow all the typical precautions…sure of the 
identification, it hasn’t been treated with pesticides, you don’t have allergies to it, you don’t 
consume large quantities without starting out small, etc.         Article Continued on the next page 

Kentucky Update 
from Shawn Wright, Extension Specialist, Department of Horticulture  

http://www2.ca.uky.edu/entomology/entfacts/ef312.asp
http://www.garden.org/pestlibrary/bugs.php?q=show&id=1613
http://flora.nhm-wien.ac.at/Seiten-Arten/Galinsoga-ciliata.htm
http://flora.nhm-wien.ac.at/Seiten-Arten/Galinsoga-ciliata.htm
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Cyperus esuclentus – Yellow nutsedge – http://extension.psu.edu/pests/weeds/weed-id/
yellow-nutsedge  everyone is  probably familiar with this one.  Very difficult weed to control 
without herbicides though any crop with a dense canopy will help as the plant doesn’t grow well 
in shade. Wild turkey and pigs also like to dig for the nutlets.  Cultivation can just spread it 
throughout the field because it produces a nutlet at the end of the rhizome.  This one is edible 
and I have eaten it.  A similar plant, purple nutsedge (Cyperus rotundus)  is not edible. 
Polygonum-persicaria- Lady’s Thumb - http://www.uvm.edu/~hortclub/hortclubweb/weeds/
Polygonum%20persicaria%20Lady%27s%20Thumb.html and http://www.weedinfo.ca/en/weed-
index/view/id/polpe is actively growing.  This is particularly a problem for growers using raised 
beds and plastic if they over water because it likes most soils along the edge of the bed making 
cultivation difficult without cutting tearing the plastic. 
Other 
I have seen some potatoes with random leaf necrosis.  If it was early blight you would expect to 
see concentric rings in the lesions.  If it was a specific micro-nutrient deficiency you would 
expect to see similar patterns on the leaves.  In this case I have seen interveinal necrosis as 
well as leaf margin burning and tip burning so it is not consistent within or between plants. 
Phytophthora root rot of cabbage 
Poor head formation on broccoli –  this sample will be sent for further evaluation but could be 
several issues environmental and nutritional being two common concerns. 

Potato flower 
Photo by Shawn Wright 

Drought stressed tomato plants 
Photo by Shawn Wright 

Poor broccoli head formation 
Photo by Shawn Wright 

http://extension.psu.edu/pests/weeds/weed-id/yellow-nutsedge
http://extension.psu.edu/pests/weeds/weed-id/yellow-nutsedge
http://www.uvm.edu/~hortclub/hortclubweb/weeds/Polygonum%20persicaria%20Lady%27s%20Thumb.html
http://www.uvm.edu/~hortclub/hortclubweb/weeds/Polygonum%20persicaria%20Lady%27s%20Thumb.html
http://www.weedinfo.ca/en/weed-index/view/id/polpe
http://www.weedinfo.ca/en/weed-index/view/id/polpe
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There’s nothing like good taste.  Unless it’s 

knowing what consumers will next claim tastes 

good.  I don’t have a crystal ball but have tried 

to watch trends over the past couple decades 

to have some idea of flavor preferences worth 

taking advantage of or producing products to 

complement.  When I’m talking flavor it might 

be a particular product taste (e.g. chocolate) or 

a broader cuisine (e.g. Peruvian or KC BBQ).  I 

get ideas from what’s going on in the 

restaurant and food processing industries, 

analyzing demographic trends, roaming lots of 

different kinds of food stores, and listening to 

consumers and other food fanatics. Fitting 

flavor findings into your production plans for 

raw or processed ingredients is the challenge.  

The science of targeting your product- or firm-

specific market doesn’t fit a column like this, so 

I’ll think about broader flavor trends… 

Last year (OK, maybe every year) chocolate 

was on the flavor watch list with lots of focus 

on dark chocolate for health advantages as 

well as flavoring.  This idea’s not going away, 

but I think you’ll see chocolate worked into 

products as a flavor-building ingredient rather 

than a topping/sauce; especially with both 

animal and plant protein products.   

Another big favorite last year was bacon… with 

that taste infused in or pasted on to just about 

anything you can imagine. Those of us who 

favor pig belly and side meat won’t likely curb 

our enthusiasm in 2014, but I expect more 

attention to flavoring the bacon than flavoring-

with-bacon to keep the market growing. Even 

then, the bacon bonanza might slow as some 

hog health issues have cut the supply and 

driven up costs. 

We always seem to focus on some form of 

ethnic cuisine, even when it morphs into 

something unrecognizable to a native of the 

alleged dish or cultural specialty (e.g.  General 

Tao’s chicken and the “taco”).  Nevertheless, 

we see flavor patterns move from native 

homes to restaurants to general home 

cooking…it is part of the reason we watch 

restaurant trends to guide ingredient or 

packaged food developments.  The National 

Restaurant Association’s recent “What’s Hot 

2014 Culinary Forecast” surveyed 1,300 

culinary professionals and say this year’s top-

five flavor concepts are Peruvian, Korean, 

Southeast Asian, regional ethnic (e.g., Tex-

Mex, St. Louis barbecue, Louisiana Cajun, 

etc.) and Ethnic Fusion. I’m especially 

watching the fusion concept as a way to add 

variety to more traditional meals by layering 

flavors from multiple cuisines… maybe some 

Thai pepper kick into some of our Midwestern 

meat and potatoes?  Maybe add some 

Peruvian punch to that meal by serving guinea 

pig as the meat source? Maybe not. 

While talking about ethnic foods, I have to 

point to research from Chicago-based Mintel 

that found about 90% of 25-to-34-years-olds 

preparing ethnic food at home in a previous 

month (it’s only 68% for those age 65 or more).  

Those same Millennials are in prime kid-raising 

age and 91% of homes with kids under 18 

cook ethnic food. They are also more global in 

their world view, and follow the urban trends in 

food-truck dining that often have ethnic or 

fusion foci.  You cannot ignore the growing 

market power of those Millennials. They’re 

moving into their prime spending years and, 

wealthy or not, they tend to spend on what 

They give me flavor… 

from Stan Ernst, Business & Marketing Specialist/Ag Economist 

OSU Extension Specialty Crops Business Program 
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makes them happy.  Not only are Millennials in 

into ethnic foods at home and away, they’re into 

variety and unique culinary experience… as 

individuals and in groups of family and friends.  

Data’s a little sparse, but these 20- and 30-

somethings seem to have a growing interest in 

cooking (and growing food, for that matter).  

Some marketers think of them as focused on 

“local” and/or “green” products… that may be 

true, but the larger driver of purchases seems to 

be their ability to identify what they eat and 

identify WITH what they eat.  To me, that spells 

opportunity for food producers and marketers of 

all sizes to grow product loyalty by connecting 

with consumers through some simple but too-oft 

neglected methods of communication and 

transparency.  More on that some other time.  

Finally, whether driven by ethnic cuisine, foodie 

thrill seekers, a sweet tooth, or interest in 

healthful eating (69% of Americans go for a 

“preventative diet”) we can’t ignore some of the 

gains from some of the so-called superfruits in 

the past five years. Pomegranates, acai berries, 

dragon fruit, goji have followed the fruit-steps of 

older-market cousins like mango and citrus and 

avocados into our groceries.  Often juiced, 

increasingly fresh or frozen, they’ve added exotic 

tastes to the produce section.  I think the greater 

visibility for these unique fruits may actually 

interest consumers in revisiting some old 

favorites as blended ingredients for dishes rather 

than simply fresh consumption. Maybe a market 

opportunity?  Heirloom varieties of apples and 

melons are all the rage in some areas.  Several 

colleagues of mine have experimented with 

markets for things like currants, lingonberries, 

chokeberry, and even oldtimey pawpaw and 

quince.  Granted, many of these are very niche 

production markets, but consumer response to 

mixes of unique produce flavors does give 

reason to think about them. 

OSU South Centers Vineyards Update 
from Ryan Slaughter, Horticulture Research Assistant OSU South Centers 

Traminette and Petit Manseng were planted last week in the South Centers Vineyard; they 

are both new to our vineyard.  Our French hybrids seem to be doing fairly well.  All have 

begun forming fruit clusters.  One-year-old Regent plants were damaged by the polar vortex, 

but most are producing new growth.   

Fruit clusters on Chambourcin, one of our French-American hybrids; Regent plants; and student 

workers watering newly planted grape vines.  Photos by  Ryan Slaughter 
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Weed Burn-down in Vegetable Fields – A BIG Problem 
From Doug Doohan, Professor Department of Horticulture and Crop Science 

Controlling winter annuals and perennials in plastic-mulched fields is getting tough as growers 
stretch out the plastic over two and sometimes three years of crop.  Only a few burndown 
herbicides allow vegetables to be replanted in less than several months.  On top of that, efficacy 
of those registered is poor on some species.  Because most registered burndowns are non-
residual, the weed just keep coming.   

 

The number one problem, for which we urgently need a solution, is marestail (also known as 
horseweed).  Marestail is now very common in fruit and vegetable fields and most plants are likely 
resistant to glyphosate. 

 

Here I summarize options for burn-down.  These can be used either in plastic mulched fields or 
bare ground.  For specifics on each herbicide be sure to read the label.  Pay particular attention to 
weed size and to the surfactants/ adjuvants needed for optimum control.  Obtaining adequate 
coverage can be an issue when spraying mulched beds because of height differentials.  When 
applied to plastic it is a good idea to make sure that a ½ inch rainfall occurs before planting, or 
turn on the irrigation system.  Glyphosate in particular does not degrade in the sunlight and must 
be removed from plastic by the action of water. 

 

1) Aim – Aim controls a large number of annual broadleaf weeds and has a very short plant-back 
interval for a large number of vegetables:  1 day prior to most transplanted vegetables and 7 
days prior to most seeded crops.  Aim does not control grasses so paraquat or glyphosate will 
have to be added.  Moreover it doesn’t control marestail. 

2) ET Herbicide – Controls a wide range of broadleaf weeds but is unlikely to control marestail or 
mustards satisfactorily.  Cole crops, bulb vegetables, cucurbits, legumes, fruiting vegetables, 
root and tuber, and leafy vegetables can all be planted one day following application. 

3) Glyphosate – Most, but not all formulations of glyphosate can be applied prior to planting 
vegetables.  Check the label of the formulation you are planning to use.  For many vegetables, 
such as bulb crops, and brassicas there is no restriction; however, for cucurbits, leafy and 
fruiting vegetables apply no less than three days before planting.  For crops not listed on the 
label wait at least 30 days.  As mentioned above most marestail infestations are likely 
resistant.  Smartweed and knotweed control may also be unsatisfactory.  Ammonium sulfate 
should always be included when using glyphosate as a burn-down. 

4) Paraquat – Any crop may be planted immediately following application.  Paraquat is a 
restricted used pesticide because of its mammalian toxicity; applicators must be licensed. A 
number of formulations are likely to be available and may or may not need surfactant so read 
the label carefully.  Paraquat works well on most annual broadleaf weeds and grasses but is 
weak on mustards and marestail. 

5) Spartan – Controls a wide range of broadleaf and grasses, but is weak on marestail.  Lima 

bean, horseradish, and transplanted cabbage (processing varieties) or tomato may be 

replanted anytime after application  
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Most of the strawberries seem to have escaped the 
widely scattered frost. 
Photos by Timothy Malinich 

Crop Stage- A dry weekend made for good planting throughout the area.  A lot of sweet corn 
went in, along with transplants—cabbage, tomato, pepper.  Earlier plantings of sweet corn to 
6"' 
 

Apples are at fruit set.  Peach trees are showing reasonable growth in some areas, marginal in 
other localities.  Primocanes on recovering blackberries are up to about 18". 
 

Strawberries are developing nicely, with very little frost damage.  Hops bines of 'Cascade' 
approaching 8'. 

Weed Control- Burndown herbicides are being applied.  Glyphosate damage is still showing 
up on brambles and elderberries.  Common lambsquarter and ragweed seedlings are at 3-4". 

North Central Update 
from Timothy Malinich, Extension Educator, Agriculture and Natural Resources, 
Erie County 

This swarm installed itself in a winter-killed 
hive, the first order of business was to throw 
out all of the dead bodies from the old cluster. 

Pollination Investigators Program 
from Mary Gardiner, Entomology, College of Food, Agriculture, and Environmental 
Sciences 

Hello Department, Our lab is conducting a pollination survey this summer. If you would be willing to help out 
and would like some free garden plants see the info below. Toolkits could be picked up FRIDAY MORNING in 
Wooster. If anyone in Columbus would like one let me know and we can make arrangements. Your help is 
much appreciated! 
Pollination Investigators Program Announced 
The Agricultural Landscape and Ecology Lab in the Entomology Department is launching a new citizen science 
program this summer, Pollination Investigators, to better understand factors influencing pollination in home 
gardens. 
Volunteers will receive a toolkit with instructions, data sheets and sampling materials along with  8 seedlings to 
plant in their home gardens (tomato, banana pepper, cucumber, and dwarf sunflower) on which they will 
measure pollination services via fruit weight and seed set. Volunteers will also record minimal amounts of data 
about their garden including management, floral diversity, and presence of insect pests. 
 Feel free to visit our website at pollinationinvestigators.blogspot.com for more information including 
downloadable instructions and data sheets.   Please send questions to pollinationinvestigators@gmail.com 

http://pollinationinvestigators.blogspot.com
mailto:pollinationinvestigators@gmail.com
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It's not just a tour... 

There's an exhibition! It's everything you need to know about 

 the latest equipment 

 packaging 

 chemicals 

 seeds 

 services 

Everything you need to be efficient, work effectively, and grow your business successfully. 

Videos and Your Customers' Online Experience 

Videos can add interest and enhance a potential customer's experience when visiting your 
website. But how do you create an effective video that draws potential customers to your 

site, enhances their experience, AND leads to sales? OPGMA member Robert Holthouse, who 
has several years of commercial multimedia experience, has created a video that shares 
tools, techniques, and strategies that can draw customers, and more importantly - sales. This 

video will be just one of the highlights that can be yours during the tour at McMaster Farms. 

To find more information and to register... 

Please visit www.opgma.org/Tour. You don't want to miss this event! 

  

  

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001qyM_7OQzJuZejwDcPV0l09_xMcPSlrjaht7ZYshl3mTXZuoufDRWCel87Nj8eeYaN3yu8gi06Uf_H-5RlFH80yEiZS10FDfP_0WAou8UNAjc-bN1rBH5ZLrdkYyhvhy3e7lKrFcR1xM1zL2RARG4b0s9TDZ-GUwAyUU09Mp-YqY=&c=-oZJEeKZH-7V5Y5ow9kl5N3-CHHCUp7c3b6roTj1_LUjeEQnEkF1s
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